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History reveals it is mostly by blood that the genealogy of power is secured throughout the ages. And all those
unrelated to the head snakes, have been royally approved to do evil in their name. A cast of sociopaths
commanding a tribe of psychopaths. It is no coincidence that all the usual suspects appear prominently on the
membership list of Bilderberg. Needless to say they rarely miss a meeting.
Products of centuries of intermarrying between families, the questionable art of breeding human livestock has
been cultivated to its extreme by different royal houses of (mostly) German descent festering over the
European continent for many a century. As a result, this unholy, age-old cesspool of interbreeding gave birth
to the most malicious type of human imaginable: the Saxe-Coburg-Gotha chieftain.
Drawing from such a disturbingly limited gene pool, this ancient tree produced a peculiar ruthless sort of
individual- first draft of the clinical sociopath. Combine this ruthlessness with some repulsive physiological
features in outward appearance, and what you get is the European blue-blood par excellence.
Consider the case of the Belgian King Leopold II. In the last days of his reign in the late 1800s, it came to
light the king had sexually assaulted children for his royal pleasure. This piece of filth acquired the Congo
from some fellow fiend, enslaving the entire indigenous population and subjecting them to mass murder and
starvation. It is a well documented fact that the king would be enraged when he learned people did not meet
their quotas of the day, ordering his lieutenants to randomly cut off limbs. In the process he robbed massive
amounts of natural resources of the land. When he was finished with the Congo, Leopold left a pile of dead
behind consisting of somewhere between 8 and 30 million people.
His descendant, the current Belgian king Albert likes to hang out with fraudsters and charlatans in his spare
time, such as R.K. Pachauri: chairman of the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. This only
goes to show that in the old days, these people may have gotten away with open mass murder; nowadays they
operate more covertly, using the most sophisticated pretexts in order to reign supreme.
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When perchance you surfed the internet on April 22, you must have noticed Google displaying some lovely
looking flowers on its main page- and when you visited the website of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) you
couldn’t miss being made aware of the fact that it was Earth Day- at least, that’s what top eugenicists and
European royalty have ordained it to be from the day of its conception.
Earth Day- being a simultaneous invention of the UN on the one hand, and American environmentalists on
the other- is echoed by WWF’s “Earth Hour” not long ago. As Alex Jones pointed out during “Earth Hour”,
the elite- being in control of all the major corporations- is using an elaborate, carefully engineered “save the
earth”-hoax to seize control of humanity.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgcLB4AnWDQ
The same Saxe-Coburg-Gotha-backed UN that spearheaded Earth Hour, facilitated the creation of the Club of
Rome- which was the elite’s environmental cloak behind which mass-eugenics was put into action. King of
Spain, Juan Carlos- who has recently been caught shooting elephants on a 26,000 Euro safari paid for by the
already greatly suffering Spanish people- is a decade-long and honorary member of the WWF- just like his
friend prince Bernhard of the Netherlands who in the exact same year of the first Earth Day (1970) founded
the 1001 Club- which was set up to create funds for the World Wildlife Fund. To get his hands on the natural
resources of Africa, Bernhard set up a dummy corporation to stake out the grounds.
According to the website of the World Wildlife Fund (currently known as the World Wide Fund for Nature),
the club aspired to “stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment, and building a future in which
humans live in harmony with nature.” Decoding the Orwellian cryptics, it simply means “to confiscate the
planet’s natural resources and conduct eugenics in perfect impunity”. Members of this illustrious club? To
name the most prominent: king Juan Carlos of Spain, the British and French branches of the Rothschild
genealogy, David Rockefeller and two of his brothers, prince, the British Petroleum representative Eric
Drake, a plethora of European dukes and princes, viscounts and lords, and (to end on a curious note) sheik
Salem Bin Laden. A true convergence of criminals to be sure.
Their game was both simple and effective: loans were extended to third world nations with very reasonable
interest rates attached on the condition that the loan sharks got to plant their teeth within their sovereign
borders and suck out the natural resources- which made good the initial losses by tenfold.
After World War II the elite had figured out it would be wise to not simply invade nations the old-fashioned
way, but do it by stealth in order to guarantee future success. Openly claiming to denounce the more crude
manifestations of eugenics, members of the Saxe-Coburg-Gotha genealogy decided that “saving the earth”
would be the new “kill the unfit” (although sometimes the overlords cannot help themselves). In our time
generously funded “scientific” organizations miss no opportunity to usher in an age of environmentalism: a
brilliantly deceptive phrase covering a wide range of crimes: from one-child policies to subsidized abortions
and so called family planning. However “green” the guise may be, we have only to study history in order to
uncover its true countenance.
Every single European nation has had its own private family dealing out the cards within her borders, whether
it is the Oranges in Holland or the Windsors in England- and they dealt these cards like a good fraud would
do. The official website of the British monarchy readily admits the name of “Windsor” was an invention out
of the first World War to mask the German name of old: Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.
“King George V”, the website proclaims, “replaced the German-sounding title with that of Windsor during
the First World War. The name Saxe-Coburg-Gotha survived in other European monarchies (…)”.
The “other” monarchies the text is referring to, consist mainly of German houses. The Belgium monarchy
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traced its roots back to the very same house of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. Although well documented, the official
Belgian website of the royals says nothing of any German ancestry. The lack of information on their website
is richly compensated by the Wikipedia entrance, destroying any questions that might linger on the subject:
“On 4 June (1831), Leopold of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha was designated King of the Belgians by the National
Congress (…). To date all (Kings of the Belgians) have belonged to the House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.”
If nation-states are cobwebs, than the blue-bloods are the arachnids pulling the strings. Teutonic royals
overthrow sovereign nations by accumulating economic, political and military power. Always avoiding open
confrontations, they seek to subdue nations quietly from within by robbing their natural resources. And what
great cunning it is to use a fabricated environmental “problem” as a pretext to push their age-old agenda
forward into the 21st century.
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